
Article 28 

Every child has the right to an education. 

 

As Mathematicians 

We will start with Place Value and learn to: 

Y3: We will count, read and write numbers from 0 to 

1000; find 10 or 100 more or less than a given number 

and learn how to recognise the value of each digit in a 

three-digit number. 

Y4: We will count, read and write numbers from 0 to 

10,000, count backwards through zero and into negative 

numbers. We will learn to find 1000 more or less than a 

given number and recognise the value of each digit in a 

four-digit number. Moving on, we will start to recognise 

Roman numerals up to 100 and will learn to round any 

number to the nearest 10, 100 or 1000. 
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As Readers and Writers  

Whole Class Reading: In Whole Class reading we will 

be looking at texts by Anne Fine and non-fictions texts 

about plants. Within each of these we will be working 

on our recall of the text, what we can infer from them 

and working on our summarising and sequencing skills. 

English: Our writing will link to our LCC topic. We’ll be 

writing a setting description and a letter. We will focus 

on sentence structure, identifying nouns, verbs and 

adjectives. We will develop expanded noun phrases 

using interesting adjectives and use prepositions and 

adverbials to give further detail. 

 

As Sports Stars  

We will be practising a range of skills to improve our ability, 

balance and co-ordination. We will also be finding out about our 

bodies and how to keep them fit and healthy. We will be 

learning about different stretches and exercises that work 

different parts of our bodies.  

As Artists / As Designers 
We will be looking at the artist Henry 

Rousseau and developing our painting and 

collage techniques. We will be experimenting 

with colour and mixing. Use paint to represent 

different moods and using different materials 

to create different textures in our artwork.  

Religious Education  

In RE we will be investigating the question ‘ 

What is the trinity and why is it important to 

Christians?’ We will be looking at the stories 

from the Gospel, how Christians show their 

belief about God the trinity and links between 

Bible stories and the idea of God in 

Christianity. 

As Musicians 

This term we will be having whole class music 

tuition from Kip Pratt. He will work with us to 

create melodies and harmonies using 

glockenspiels, he will teach us about music 

notation, rhythm, tempo and dynamics. 

As Scientists 

We will be investigating the question: How did 

that blossom become an apple?  

We will look at the life cycle of a plant, what 

happens to the water we put into the soil to 

help the plants grow, what seed dispersal is 

and why it’s so important for us to protect the 

bees in our country.  

 

As Geographers We will be investigating the question: Why is 

the rainforest important to us all? 

In this topic we will be looking at where the rainforests are 

located in the world and what the main features are, why the 

rainforests are often in the news and what we can do to help, what 

endangered animals there are in the rainforest and why or if the 

Amazon river is important to the South American Rainforests. 

 

 

PSHE As caring members of 

the community, we will start 

a new scheme of work called 

Jigsaw. We will learn about 

“Being Me in my World’ 

where we will think about our 

place in the class, school and 

global community. 

As Language Speakers in 

French, we will be learning to 

pronounce phonemes and name 

and write the names of 

shapes. 

As Programmers (ICT), we will learn how to 

create a simple computer program, 

understand how to use co-ordinates in 

programming and then use everything we 

have learnt to create our own playable game. 

 


